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AbstratA new approah for the estimation of bid-rent funtions for loation hoie is proposed. Themethod onsiders that the expeted maximum bid in the aution of a good is a latent variablethan an be related to observed pries for similar goods. The model generates estimates for thespatial distribution of agents and pries simultaneously that are better than those obtainedby estimating a maximum bid and a prie model independently. The model is applied andvalidated for a ase study. Results show that the proposed model outperforms other methodsfor bid rent estimation, espeially when detailed data desribing the real estate goods an theirpries is not available.Key words: loation hoie, bid funtion, aution, real estate
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1 IntrodutionLand use models are an inreasingly used tool for foreasting the evolution of ities and evaluatingthe potential e�ets of urban interventions suh as real estate developments, modi�ations to thetransport system and hanges in urban poliy. They are of partiular relevane in the �eld oftransport modeling, sine travel demand is explained in a large amount by the spatial distributionof agents and ativities in a region.Modeling the loation hoie of the di�erent agents that interat in a ity is one of the mainobjetives of any land use model. The distribution and agglomeration of agents (households and�rms) is one of the main soures of a wide variety of externalities suh as ongestion, pollution orsoial segregation and, simultaneously, is one of the main fators that a�et the value of land andreal estate goods.Loation hoie and real estate pries have been traditionally modeled under two di�erent mainassumptions regarding the way the market operates: the hoie approah and the bid-autionapproah. Under the hoie approah (MFadden, 1978a; Anas, 1982), agents selet the loationthat maximizes their utility, with pries or rents being determined exogenously through a hedonimodel (Rosen, 1974). The bid-aution approah (Ellikson, 1981) assumes that real estate goodsare traded in an aution market, where the best bid for a partiular loation determines both theloated agent and the prie or rent of the good.In the �eld of urban eonomis, the bid-aution model has been used mostly as an alternativeto hedoni models for the estimation of pries and marginal willingness to pay for attributesof real estate goods. The original model proposed by Ellikson (Ellikson, 1981) onsidered anExtreme Value distribution of the willingness to pay that eah agent has for a partiular loation.This generates a logit model, onditional on the loation, that an be estimated via maximumlikelihood. The estimation proess assumes that every loated agent was the best bidder for theloation. However, sine the under determined nature of the Logit model does not allow to �ndabsolute estimates of the willingness to pay, Ellikson's model is only able to estimate relativerents and relative willingness to pay for groups of homogeneous agents.Improving on Ellikson's work, Lerman and Kern (1983) proposed a method that maximizes thelikelihood of an agent being the best bidder for his observed loation while, simultaneously, maxi-mizing the likelihood of his bid being equal to the observed transation prie. This method solvesthe original problem of under-determination in Ellikson's approah, generating absolute estimatesof rents or pries and the assoiated willingness to pay for the loation attributes. However, imple-menting Lerman and Kern's approah requires information that, in general, is not easy to ollet:the prie or rent paid for a partiular real estate good and its orresponding attributes. Moreover,as in the ase of Ellikson, the method imposes a simpli�ation of the bid funtion, aggregat-ing agents into homogeneous groups of bidders and estimating a single, linear in parameters, bidfuntion for eah of them.The simultaneous loation hoie and prie estimation method of Lerman and Kern has been ap-plied, among others, by Gross (1988), Gross et al. (1990), Gin and Sonstelie (1992), MMillen(1997) and Chattopadhyay (1998) to estimate bid-rent funtion in several ase studies. The lit-erature shows that, in general, the bid-rent generates better results than hedoni prie models,thanks to the possibility of estimating willingness to pay of di�erent groups of agents and, there-fore, providing information about onsumer behavior. Despite this, the bid-aution approah hasnot been extensively applied due to a more omplex estimation proess than standard hedonimodels and the already mentioned expensive data requirements. Moreover, the emphasis has beenput in estimation of pries and marginal willingness to pay, giving little attention to the loationhoie distribution and with sare validation of the resulting model when foreasting pries orloations. Muto (2006) analyzed loation hoie results when using Lerman and Kern's method,�nding signi�ant and systemati deviations in the results when ompared with observed loation2



distributions for the ity of Tokyo. This result suggests that, while Lerman and Kern improve overEllikson's model by estimating absolute rents, it does so at the ost of worse loation foreastapabilities.The bid-aution approah is partiularly attrative for loation hoie modeling sine it provides anexpliit explanation of the market learing proess that generates the transation pries (or rentsin the ase of the rental market) of real estate. This has motivated the development of severalland use models that base their loation hoie proess on the bid aution approah. Examples ofthis are RURBAN (Miyamoto and Kitazume, 1989), MUSSA (Martínez, 1996), IRPUD (Wegener,2008) and ILUTE (Salvini and Miller, 2005). In these models, the bid-aution approah has beenapplied with a fous on modeling the spatial distribution of agents (households and �rms) in aity, most of the times using Ellikson's approah to �nd the relative willingness to pay of di�erenthouseholds for the attributes of a loation. In these models, the adjustment of the bid funtionsto absolute levels is done in the ontext of a market learing proess, separated from the originalestimation.Besides the theoretial appealing, the bid-aution approah is attrative for loation hoie mod-eling from an eonometri point of view, beause it does not have the prie endogeneity problemsusually found when using the hoie approah. Prie endogeneity ours beause the prie is highlyorrelated with unobserved attributes of the loation, therefore ompliating the estimation of pa-rameters. In the worst ase, if desriptive attributes of the loation are omitted, prie endogeneitymay lead to wrong estimates of the prie elastiity and proper estimation will require the use oforreting mehanisms like the Control Funtion method (Guevara and Ben-Akiva, 2006). Beausethe prie of the loation does not enter the bid funtion as a variable, the bid-aution approahdoes not present prie endogeneity issues.The relevane and advantages of the bid-aution approah motivates the searh for bid-rent esti-mation methods that allow for onsistent estimation of both loation hoie and prie distributionswithout the need of individual level prie data. At the same time it is interesting to explore thepossibility of estimating bid rent models where the bidding agents don't have to be aggregatedin homogeneous groups or regimes and where bid funtions are not onstrained to be linear inparameters. This paper proposes a method for the estimation of bid funtions that maximizes thelikelihood of the observed maximum bids while simultaneously adjusting the bid levels to observedpries or average prie indiators. The main assumption behind the proposed method is that, asobserved many times in pratie, real estate goods are traded in autions that don't take plaeexpliitly. This implies that the outome of the aution (the expeted maximum bid) is a latentonstrut that an not be observed but is, however, struturally related to the transation prie.This assumption implies that the potential bid of all agents a�ets the �nal prie of a real estategood, regardless if they are ative in the market (looking for a loation) or not.The struture of the proposed model is inspired by the Generalized Random Utility Model(Walkerand Ben-Akiva, 2002) and de�nes strutural relationships for two latent variables: the bid andthe aution prie with the orresponding measurement relationships that relate them to observedhoies (or best bidders) and observed pries.The paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 desribes the bid-aution approah to loation hoiemodeling. Setion 3 reviews the literature on estimation of bid-rent funtion and analyzes theadvantages and drawbaks of the di�erent existing methods. Setion 4 desribes the methodproposed in this paper and Setion 5 desribes a ase study where the method is implemented,validated and ompared with other methods. Finally, Setion 6 onludes the paper and identi�esfuture lines of researh.
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2 The bid approah to loation hoieSine Alonso (1964), the real estate market has been understood as an aution market, whereagents (households and �rms) bid their willingness to pay for a partiular good (residential unit,land, et.) whih is assigned to the best bidder. This proess simultaneously de�nes the prie ofthe good, understood as the maximum bid in the aution proess.The willingness to pay, from an eonomi point of view, an be derived from the lassial onsumer'sproblem of maximum utility, given inome onstraints:max
x,i

U(x, zi) (1)
s.t. px+ ri ≤ IIn the previous problem, the onsumer maximizes his utility by hoosing a vetor of ontinuousgoods (x) and a disrete loation (i), desribed by a set of attributes (zi). The budget onstraintstates that the total amount spent in goods (with prie p) plus the prie of the seleted loation(ri) must be smaller that the onsumer's available inome (I). Solving the problem on x andassuming equality in the budget onstraint, the problem an be re-written asmax
i

V(p, I− ri, zi) (2)where V is the indiret utility funtion, onditional on the the loation. Given the maximumutility level (U) a onsumer an ahieve, the indiret utility an be inverted in the prie variable:
ri = I− V−1(U, p, zi) (3)Under the aution market assumption, the prie or rent variable (ri) of (3) an be understood asthe willingness to pay for a partiular loation (Jara-Díaz and Martínez, 1999), therefore the bidfuntion B an be expressed as:

Bhi = Ih − V−1
h (U, p, zi) (4)The bid, or bid-rent, funtion an be understood as the maximum rent (or prie) a household anpay for a partiular dwelling, while enjoying a �xed utility level U (Fujita, 1989). In (4) the index

h has been inluded to take into aount heterogeneity in preferenes within di�erent households.Ellikson (1981) showed that the bid de�ned by (4) an also be written diretly as a funtionof the loation attributes (Bhi(zi)) and proposed to aount for the unobserved heterogeneity inpreferenes aross households by adding a random term,�Bhi = Bh(zi) + εh = Bhi + εh (5)The probability of a residential unit or loation i being oupied by h is the probability of thatpartiular household being the best bidder for the loation among all the other bidding households:
Ph/i = Prob { Bhi + εh > Bh ′i + εh ′ , ∀h ′ 6= h}If the error terms follow an Extreme Value distribution, the best bid probability an be expressedas a logit model (MFadden, 1978b): 4



Ph/i =
exp(µBhi)∑
g exp(µBgi)

(6)Under the aution market assumption, the prie or rent (ri) of a good will be the maximum bidand it an be expressed as the following expetation:
ri = E

(max
h

(Bhi)

) (7)The extreme value distribution assumption allows to express the expeted maximum bid for apartiular loation as the logsum of the bids, in the same way the logsum represents the expetedmaximum utility in a traditional maximum utility disrete hoie problem (Ben-Akiva and Lerman,1985):
ri =

1

µ
ln(∑

g

exp(µBgi)

)

+ C (8)where C is an unknown onstant indiating that the absolute value of the bids annot be measured.This happens beause the logit model is under-identi�ed and, while relative bids are enough toalulate the best bidder probability of (6), they do not neessarily relate to real pries or rents .3 Estimation of bid rent funtionsThe �rst work on estimation of bid rent funtions was developed by Ellikson (1981) who intro-dued stohastiity in the bid funtion spei�ation and proposed for the �rst time the onditionalprobability of a household being the best bidder for a loation (6). The original formulation byEllikson onsiders a linear in parameters bid funtion and is estimated via maximization of thefollowing likelihood funtion:
L =

∏

i∈S

(

∏

h∈Ci

(

Ph/i

)yhi

)where yhi is a binary indiator that assumes the value of one if household h is observed to beloated in dwelling i and zero otherwise. The term Ph/i orresponds to the best bidder probabilityof (6).Ellikson's method had as main objetive the estimation of the willingness to pay for housingattributes by di�erent agents, as an alternative to the hedoni rent model originally proposed byRosen (1974). However, Ellikson's method only allows to estimate relative parameters beausethe sale parameter (µ) annot be identi�ed and, as depited in (8), rent estimates are known onlyup to an unde�ned onstant.A method aounting for observed pries in the estimation to adjust the bids level was �rst proposedby Lerman and Kern (1983), as a diret extension of Ellikson's model. The method is based onestimating the joint probability of a household being the best bidder for a partiular loationand of that partiular bid being equal to the observed transation prie or land rent (Ri). As aprobability, this event an be expressed as:
Ph/i = Prob {Bhi + εh = Ri and Bhi + εh > Bh ′i + εh ′ , ∀h ′ 6= h} (9)5



Lerman and Kern's approah onsiders that the land rent has exatly the same value of themaximum bid. If the error terms are Extreme Value distributed, the probability of (9) an bewritten as:
Ph/i = f(Ri − Bhi)

∏

h ′ 6=h

F(Ri − Bh ′i) (10)with the density (f) and umulative distribution (F) funtions given by:
f(ε) = µ exp (−µε) exp (− exp (−µε)) (11)and

F(ε) = exp (− exp (−µε)) (12)Therefore the likelihood funtion that needs to be maximized in order to estimate the parametersof Bhiis:
L =

S∏

i=1

(

−µ exp (−µ (Ri − Bhi))

H∏

h ′
=1

exp (− exp (−µ (Ri − Bh ′i)))

)yhi (13)where H is the total number of households partiipating in the aution and S is the total numberof dwellings in the market. The term yhiis a binary indiator that assumes the value of one ifhousehold h is observed to be loated in dwelling i and zero otherwise. Aording to Lerman andKern, the parameters of (13) an only be onsistently estimated if the bid funtion is linear inparameters.Lerman and Kern's method has been applied to estimate the real estate rents and the di�erentagent's willingness to pay for partiular attributes of housing units in several instanes. For ex-ample, Gross (1988) applied the model on the ity of Bogota, Colombia, �nding that the bid-rentapproah performs better than hedoni models when foreasting rents and marginal willingness topay. Gross et al. (1990) and Gin and Sonstelie (1992) applied the model to the ities of Philadel-phia and Baton Rouge (Louisiana) respetively, �nding reasonable rent estimates. Chattopadhyay(1998) applied the model to the ity of Chiago, �nding that the rent estimates do not di�er muhfrom those of a hedoni model, but have the advantage of providing estimates of the willingnessto pay for di�erent groups of agents. Muto (2006) expands Lerman and Kern's model by inorpo-rating an instrumental variable in the estimation and estimates the model for the ity of Tokyo,obtaining reasonable results for rent foreasting but a signi�ant bias for loation hoie. In all theappliations found in the literature agents are grouped in homogeneous groups, therefore onsid-ering h as a type of agent instead of an individual household or �rm. The estimation is done overa sample of loations for whih detailed information on the attributes and individual transationprie is available.An alternative way of estimating bid-rent funtion an be derived from the two stage estimationproedure originally proposed by Lee (1982) and adapted by Dubin and MFadden (1984) for thepartiular ase of eletri applianes and energy onsumption. In this method a hoie model isestimated in a �rst stage, obtaining parameters for the endogenous prie funtion that are adjustedto observed pries in a seond stage. In the partiular ase of bid-rent funtions, the hoie modelis the maximum bidder probability desribed by (6) and the adjustment of the bid-rent funtionis done through the estimation of an hedoni prie model where, besides the bid funtion itself,an instrumental variable is used as an explanatory element. The instrumental variable is obtainedvia regression of the prie against attributes of the loation that appear to be orrelated with6
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Choice ModelFigure 1: Model struturethe prie but not orrelated with the error term in the agent's bid funtion. The two-stagemodel has been applied to the bid-rent problem and ompared to Lerman and Kern's approah byMMillen (1997). Results show signi�ant di�erenes between the estimates of both approahesand suggests that Lerman and Kern's approah generates distorted results when implemented overdata with seletion bias problems. As in the bid-rent approah, the two-stage approah requiresthe aggregation of agents into a restrited number of homogeneous agents.The literature on bid-rent funtion estimation has been foused on reproduing rent or prie levelsmore than the agent's spatial distribution. One exeption to this is the work by Muto (2006),where the loation hoie model obtained using Lerman and Kern's approah is ompared withthe original hoie model using Ellikson's approah, �nding a systemati di�erene between them.This results suggest that the partiular solution proposed by Lerman and Kern allows to adjustbid levels to observed pries but with a ost in terms of the loation-foreasting apability of themodel.4 Latent variable approah for bid rent funtion estimationWe propose a new approah for the estimation of the bid-rent funtion. We assume that real estategoods are traded in autions, but that these autions never take plae expliitly. This means thatthe potential bid of all agents is latent and determines the prie of the good, but only in relativeterms. We all the outome (or expeted maximum bid) of this latent aution the �latent autionprie�. To adjust the latent aution prie to the level of real pries it must be related to prieindiators through a measurement relationship. For this we propose a model formulation basedon the latent variable approah for disrete hoie (Walker and Ben-Akiva, 2002; Walker and Li,2007), allowing for simultaneous estimation of the parameters of the bid funtion and of the priemodel.Figure 1 shows the struture of the proposed model. Boxes represent observable data, like theattributes of households and loations, transation pries and observed loations. Cirles representunobservable variables (or latent onstruts) like the willingness to pay (bid) and the latent autionprie. The dashed lines represent measurement relationships and the ontinuous lines desribestrutural relationships.The proposed model is di�erent from Lerman and Kern's model beause it does not impose the bidof the loated household to be equal to the observed prie but, instead, imposes a linear relation7



between the latent aution prie and a prie indiator. An advantage of this approah is the fatthat the prie indiator (although it would be preferable) does not have to be the atual prie ofthe transation but, instead, it an be a muh simpler and oarse proxy of prie, like the zonalaverage prie or rent by type of loation.The Bid funtion is related to the attributes through the strutural equation that de�nes itsfuntional form: Bhi = f(xh, zi, β). Simultaneously, the measurement relationship between theBid and the observed loation is de�ned by the hoie probability (6). The strutural relation ofthe latent aution prie with the observed attributes of the loation and the agents is given by theexpeted maximum bid, whih is de�ned by the logsum expression of (8). A new measurementrelationship is onsidered in this formulation, assuming there is a linear relation between the latentaution prie (ri) and the observed pries (Ri), expressed as the following equation:
Ri = a+ γri + η. (14)Assuming a normal distribution for the error term η, a probability density funtion f(Ri|ri) withmean zero an be de�ned for the measurement relation of (14) as follows:

f(Ri|ri) =
1√
2πσ2

exp(−Ri − a− γri

2σ2

) (15)The estimation of the proposed model an be done through traditional maximum likelihood but, inthis ase, the likelihood funtion is the produt of the hoie probability and the density funtionfor the prie for all observations:
L =

∏

i∈S

(

∏

h∈Ci

(

Ph/i · f(Ri|ri)
)

)yhi (16)where yhi = 1 if household h is the best bidder for loation i and zero otherwise. In the ontextof the previous equation, S represents the set of available observations for estimation and Ci is theset of households that partiipate in the aution for i. If no set generation model is available, it isreasonable to assume that all households partiipate in all autions, therefore making Ci = H forall i.The outome of the maximization of (16) will be the set of parameters (β) for the bid funtion(Bhi) and the a, γ and σ parameters of the density funtion for the prie. However, in appliation,only the hoie probability determines the best bidding household, therefore making the loationprobabilities independent of the prie parameters. The measurement equation (14) an be used toestimate the expeted pries as a funtion of the latent aution prie.5 Brussels ase studyThe model is estimated for the residential market of the ity of Brussels. Data was olleted fromthree main soures: the 2001 Belgium National Census the 2000 Brussels Land Registry Reordand a travel survey to household performed in year 2000 (MOBEL). The study area onsiders anextended metropolitan region, inluding 151 ommunes that ontain a total of 4945 zones, denotedby the index i. Dwelling alternatives are lassi�ed in 4 types (isolated, semi-isolated and attahedhouses and apartments), denoted by the index v. Data adds to a total of 1274701 residentialunits or loation alternatives, haraterized by their average physial and land use attributes bytype of dwelling and zone (vi), whih are alulated from the Census and the Land Registry. Thearea of study ontains a total of 1267998 households, therefore having an aggregated vaany rate8



(supply surplus) of 0.5%. The estimation is done over a sample of 1007 observations of loatedhouseholds from the travel survey. After testing several di�erent spei�ations, the linear-in-parameters spei�ation desribed in Table 1 was onsidered for the bid funtion Bhvi, whih anbe interpreted as the willingness to pay of household h for a dwelling of type v in zone i.Table 1: Bid funtion spei�ationparameter variables
βsurf surfaevi (m2) × log(sizeh) (number of people)
βsup high_edui (%) × high_eduh (number of people)
βhouse is_housevi (dummy) × sizeh (number of people)

βmid_in avg_inomei (Euros) × high_inomeh (dummy)
βhigh_in avg_inomei (Euros) × mid_inomeh (dummy)
βtrans0 PT_aessibilityi (failities/km2) × 0_arsh (dummy)
βtrans2 PT_aessibilityi (failities/km2) × 2_arsh (dummy)
βomm ommerei (jobs/m2) × log(sizeh) (number of people)
βo�e o�ei (jobs/m2) × workersh (number of people)
βgreen greeni (parks/m2) × hildrenh (number of people)The variable surfaevi is the average surfae of a residential unit of type v in zone i and it isinterated with the number of individuals in the household. The building types onsider threetypes of house (fully-detahed, semi-detahed and attahed) and apartments. The perentage ofpeople in a zone with a university degree (high_edui) is interated with the number of individualsin the household that have a degree as well. The average inome by zone (avg_inomei) wasalulated from tax delarations and it is interated with a dummy that indiates if household his of high inome level (more than 3099 Euros per month) or of mid inome level (between 1860and 3098 Euros per month). The publi transport aessibility variable (PT_aessibilityi ) wasalulated as the density of publi transport failities within a zone and it is interated with adummy variable than indiates if the household has no ar or if it has two or more ars.Prie data is available as average by ommune (i ′) and for a simpli�ed lassi�ation of dwellingtypes that aggregates them into houses and apartments (v ′). The measurement equation for priesis de�ned following (14) and using the expliit de�nition of the maximum expeted bid given by(8). Instead of prie we use the natural logarithm of the prie, to apture the diminishing marginalutility of housing attributes ((DiPasquale and Wheaton, 1996)). The resulting expression is similarto a log-log regression for prie, a onvenient spei�ation due to its good performane for prieforeasting when data desribing the dwelling is not omplete (Cropper et al., 1988).ln(Rv ′i ′) = a+ γ · ln∑

h

exp(Bhvi) (17)For the estimation proess, the sale parameter µ of the bid probability (6) is assumed to be one.5.1 Estimation resultsThe model was �rst estimated for a Ellikson's spei�ation in order to get the best possiblemaximum bid model. One good estimates were obtained the model was re-estimated with theapproah proposed in Setion 4, but keeping the same spei�ation for the bid funtion, de�nedby (16). The estimation in both ases was done using an extended version of the software pakageBIOGEME (Bierlaire, 2003; Bierlaire and Fetiarison, 2009); results are shown in Table 2, wherethe �rst olumn shows the results using Ellikson's approah while the seond olumn shows9



Table 2: Estimation results for BrusselsEllikson Latent AutionParameter Value Std err t-test Value Std err t-test
βsurf 0.00636 0.00261 2.43 0.000311 0.000225 1.38∗

βmid_in 0.0439 0.0111 3.94 -0.00317 0.00717 -0.44∗
βhigh_in 0.0574 0.0153 3.76 0.0161 0.00998 1.61∗
βsup 0.403 0.108 3.73 0.728 0.0739 9.84
βtrans0 0.408 0.136 3.00 0.599 0.0849 7.06
βtrans2 -0.532 0.153 -3.48 -0.31 0.0791 -3.91
βhouse 0.461 0.0615 7.5 0.0563 0.00702 8.03
βomm -1.34 0.278 -4.83 -0.0366 0.031 -1.18∗
βgreen -0.349 0.0717 -4.86 0.136 0.0201 6.74
βo�e -0.295 0.0931 -3.16 0.0896 0.0413 2.17
a - - - -16.4 3.23 -5.08
γ - - - 1.92 0.229 8.39
σ - - - -1.92 0.0225 -85.48Final Log-Likelihood -7011.03 -6387.76 (-7091.13∗∗)

∗parameters not signi�ant at the 95% level
∗∗ log-likelihood onsidering only the hoie probabilitiesthe results obtained when using the method proposed in this paper, from now on alled �LatentAution� model.For Ellikson's model all parameters are signi�ant with a 95% on�dene. The signs of theparameters show that the willingness to pay inreases with the surfae of the dwelling and the sizeof the household, and that households with members having university degrees prefer to loate inneighborhoods with a high presene of people with a similar eduation level. Something similarhappens with households of mid and high inome level, who have a higher willingness to payfor loation on zones with high average inome. Households without a ar give a positive valueto the presene of publi transport failities while households with more than one ar prefer toloate in regions with low aessibility for publi transport. An interesting result is the e�et ofthe presene of ommere, publi green areas and o�e spae, with a negative parameter for allof them and dereasing with the size of the household or the number of workers, depending onthe ase. These negative estimates were originally interpreted as households preferring to loatein peripheral areas of the ity, where the density of ommere, publi areas and o�es is lower.However, this onlusion is hallenged by the results obtained when using the Latent Autionmodel, as it will be shown next.When estimating the Latent Aution model some of the parameters beome insigni�ant andsome hange their sign. For example the surfae of the dwelling, the presene of ommere and theaverage inome of the zone have a less relevant e�et, with parameters that are signi�ant withless than a 95% on�dene. Other estimates like βgreen and βoff, that were originally negative,ame out positive in the estimation with the Latent Aution model. The hange in the sign of theestimates an be explained as an endogeneity e�et in the Standard logit formulation that happensdue to the lak of prie information. The data for estimation shows that bigger households preferto loate in the outskirts of the urban area, this is likely to be due to lower pries for biggerdwellings in these regions where, inidentally, the presene of publi green areas and o�es is low.When the prie indiator is onsidered, the estimation generates positive parameters for greenareas and o�es beause, as expeted, these attributes are likely to inrease the average prie ina neighborhood. This result suggest that, by aounting for prie indiators, the Latent Autionmodel is able to generate more realisti estimates.For omparison purposes, the same spei�ation of Table 1 is estimated using Lerman and Kern's10



Table 3: Estimation results for BrusselsEllikson L&KParameter Value Std err t-test Value Std err t-test
βsurf 0.00636 0.00261 2.43 -0.00136 0.000855 -1.59∗

βmid_in 0.0439 0.0111 3.94 0.0194 0.00608 3.19
βhigh_in 0.0574 0.0153 3.76 0.0474 0.00796 5.95
βsup 0.403 0.108 3.73 0.416 0.0669 6.22
βtrans0 0.408 0.136 3.00 -1.01 0.0716 -14.1
βtrans2 -0.532 0.153 -3.48 -0.226 0.0887 -2.54
βhouse 0.461 0.0615 7.5 0.0167 0.0182 0.92∗
βomm -1.34 0.278 -4.83 -0.768 0.0977 -7.85
βgreen -0.349 0.0717 -4.86 0.286 0.0367 7.78
βo�e -0.295 0.0931 -3.16 -0.767 0.0533 -14.38
µ 1 - - 1.66 0.0173 95.74Final Log-Likelihood -7011.03 -7569.645 (-11813.1∗∗)

∗parameters not signi�ant at the 95% level
∗∗ log-likelihood onsidering only the hoie probabilitiesmethod, therefore maximizing the likelihood funtion of (13). Results for this method are shownin the seond olumn of Table 3 (L&K). The original estimates obtained with Ellikson's methodare shown in the �rst olumn.Some of the results obtained with the Lerman and Kern method are ounter intuitive. For examplethe parameter for the unit surfae beomes negative indiating a higher value (and preferene) forsmaller dwellings. Same thing happens with the parameter for presene of publi transport forhousehold with no ar. Regarding the likelihood ratio test for loation hoie, L&K's method islearly dominated by both Ellikson's and the method proposed in this paper, however, it generatesrelatively good rent estimates as it is shown next.5.2 Model likelihood and �t analysisIt is not straightforward to evaluate and ompare the likelihood of eah model; the di�erentexpressions for the likelihood funtions make the diret omparison of �nal log-likelihoods unfair.The �nal log-likelihood, alulated as the logarithm of sum of the probabilities of the hosenalternatives, is a valid indiator beause it onsiders the same spei�ation for the bid funtion inboth models. This statisti suggests that the Standard logit �ts better than the Latent Autionmodel and that both models are signi�antly better than Lerman and Kern's approah. However,this is only valid for the data used in estimation and an expeted result beause the standard logitmodels attempts to �t only to this data set, while the models using with a prie indiator attemptsto �t simultaneously an additional set of observations.Regarding the prie model, the �t of the estimated pries is a good indiator of the quality of eahmodel. Figure 2 shows the di�erene between estimated and observed average pries per ommuneand dwelling type for the estimation data set. Eah olumn in the boxplot graphi shows resultsfor a di�erent model; the box indiates the value of the two quartiles of observations that are loserto the referene value, the extremes of the olumn indiate the value of the biggest positive andnegative error. Sine both the relative and absolute di�erenes are relevant, both statistis areshown, in the left and right hand plot respetivelyBoth the Latent Aution and Lerman and Kern's method perform reasonably well. The methodproposed in this paper generates estimates that are in 75% of the ases deviated less than 1% fromthe observed pries with a maximum deviation of 4%. Lerman and Kern also performs well, with11



Figure 2: Estimation �t (natural log of prie)
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Figure 3: Error in foreast: natural log of prie
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75 perent of the estimates deviated less than 4% and a maximum deviation of 6%. In both ases,some deviation is reasonable beause the estimated pries are alulated for a wider lassi�ationof dwelling types and for a muh �ner basi spatial unit than those of the observed average pries.As expeted, Ellikson's method does not perform well in this regard, systematially overestimatingthe pries. However, it seems to be the best models regarding estimation of the spatial distributionof agents. Beause of this, the result analysis so far does not allow to identify whih model isperforming better in general and further validation is required.5.3 ValidationValidation is performed by simulating the loation distribution for all the loations in the ity witheah model, and omparing the results with observed statistis. For this, all the real estate supplyis generated from the ensus data and households are assigned following the di�erent maximumbid distributions obtained with eah method. The analysis is performed for three variables: pries,number of individuals in the household and number of individual with university degree. Resultsare shown in Figures 3,4 and 5 as the di�erene at the ommune level of the foreast variablesagainst their observed value. 12



Figure 4: Error in foreast : number of people by ommune
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Figure 5: Error in foreast: Number of people with university degree by ommune
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The di�erene between prie foreast and observed average prie is shown in Figure 3. Resultsshow that, when applying the models to a di�erent data set, the Latent Aution approah issuperior to Lerman and Kern, where a systemati overestimation ours. This is probably due tothe intensive data requirements of L&K, whih are not met by the relatively poor nature of theavailable data.Figure 4 shows the results for total number of people (the sum of the number of individuals perhousehold), aggregated by ommune, against the o�ial population statistis oming from the2001 Belgium National Census. The Latent Aution model tends to underestimate the populationat the ommune level with 50% of the ommunes having a deviation smaller than 7%. Ellikson'smodel tend to overestimate the population, with a slightly higher deviation while Lerman andKern's model systematially underestimates this variable.Figure 5 shows the di�erene between the foreast of people with university degree by ommuneagainst the o�ial statisti from the Census. In this ase both the Latent Aution and Ellikson'smodel perform relatively well, with a tendeny to overestimate the variable and with 50% of theommunes having a deviation not larger than 25% from the observed value. Lerman and Kerntends to underestimate this variable. It's worth notiing that, at the absolute level, the LatentAution model outperforms the foreast of the other models13



6 ConlusionsAn estimation method for bid-rent funtions that aounts for observed loations and prie indi-ators is proposed. Results show that inluding a measurement equation for the expeted autionprie and the observed pries in the log-likelihood maximization proess allows to obtain betterestimates of the bid funtion parameters. The proposed model is able to foreast, with a reasonableerror, the loation hoie distribution of agents in the ity while, simultaneously, adjusts the bidsto the prie indiators. Beause of this, the Latent Aution model outperforms Lerman and Kern'smodel, sine the later adjusts well the bid-rent level but deviates signi�antly from the observedspatial distribution of agents. Moreover, when applied in foreasting, Lerman and Kern is not ableto adjust to the prie indiators.The proposed model has the advantage of not requiring detailed data about real estate goods andpries. In fat, for the ase study, only average values were available for both dwelling attributesand pries. This makes the method easier to implement when data is sare or of aggregatednature.The di�erenes observed between foreast and observed pries is expeted and explained by theaggregated nature of the prie indiator. A more disaggregated indiator should allow for a betterestimation and, onsequently, a better �t. Further researh should investigate the relevane ofhoie set formation phenomena (identi�ation of the ative bidders in eah aution) and the useof more sophistiated (non-linear) strutural relationships between the latent aution prie andthe observed prie indiators.ReferenesAlonso, W. (1964). Loation and Land Use: Toward a General Theory of Land Rent, HarvardUniversity Press, Cambridge, Massahusetts.Anas, A. (1982). Residential loation markets and urban transportation: Eonomi theory,eonometris, and poliy analysis with disrete hoie models, Aademi Press, London.Ben-Akiva, M. E. and Lerman, S. R. (1985). Disrete Choie Analysis: Theory and Appliationto Travel Demand, MIT Press, Cambridge, Ma.Bierlaire, M. (2003). Biogeme: a free pakage for the estimation of disrete hoie models, Pro-eedings of the Swiss Transport Researh Conferene, Asona, Switzerland.Bierlaire, M. and Fetiarison, M. (2009). Estimation of disrete hoie models: extending biogeme,Proeedings of the 9th Swiss Transport Researh Conferene, Asona, Switzerland.Chattopadhyay, S. (1998). An empirial investigation into the performane of ellikson's randombidding model, with an appliation to air quality valuation, Journal of Urban Eonomis43(2): 292 � 314.Cropper, M. L., Dek, L. B. and MConnell, K. E. (1988). On the hoie of funtional form forhedoni prie funtions, The Review of Eonomis and Statistis 70(4): pp. 668�675.DiPasquale, D. and Wheaton, W. (1996). Urban Eonomis and Real-Estate Markets, PrentieHall, Englewood Cli�s, New Jersey.Dubin, J. A. and MFadden, D. L. (1984). An eonometri analysis of residential eletri applianeholdings and onsumption, Eonometria 52(2): pp. 345�362.Ellikson, B. (1981). An alternative test of the hedoni theory of housing markets, Journal ofUrban Eonomis 9(1): 56 � 79. 14
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